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Prediction of Construction Project Duration and
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Abstract: Forecasting construction project duration for
future with accurate efficiency by considering all the delay
factors is a big deal. Various examinations have been done to
evaluate the reasons for duration delays in a construction site.
Most common similarity between many factors are flawed
design, inadequate supervision in workplace, shortage of
supplies, absence of teamwork and local climatic conditions,
causes a myriad of issues. Here, for forecasting, we chose the
construction of ROB project at Kurnool, Andhra Pradesh.
Though many techniques have been implemented to solve out
this problem, predicting completion of an ongoing project is a
big deal. Various tools have been used such as earned value
management, exponential smoothing technique. After applying
these techniques, a comparison with a minimal percentage of
error is made and the best tool for prediction is selected. This
investigation prescribes Smoothing techniques, the results
become better when compared with different procedures.
Keywords: Forecasting, Exponential Smoothing techniques,
Earned Value Management

I. INTRODUCTION

Prediction is an important factor in deciding a project
duration. Generally, any project progress is a comparison
between planned and actual performance and the difference
is analyzed and the final duration and budget are predicted
(B.C. Kim, 2010). The universally accepted method for
accomplishing any project prediction is earned value
management (Vanhoucke, 2015). Earned value management
is an approach generally used to estimate and convey the
gradual improvement of an ongoing project and to merge the
three critical components of project management (capacity,
duration, and estimation). It is taken into consideration that
the amount of work to be completed, involves the duration
and estimation that incurred to finish the work. It aids to
assess and control the risk involved in the project by
continual monitoring of the ongoing task with the planned
task to bring out the improvement of the project (Anbari,
2003). It also indicates early signs of changes in the project
which depends on each of the task execution and feasible
requirement for the changes in the ongoing project (Fleming
Q, 2000). Though earned value management brings out the
schedule performance index (SPI) and schedule variance
(SV) to estimate each task of the projected growth. The
earned value management depends greater in schedule and
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cost variance (Fleming Q K. J., 2003). Furthermore, clearly,
the schedule performance index and schedule variance
convey that the project is either behind schedule or ahead of
schedule. Also vice versa for the cost performance index and
cost variance, it follows either over budget or under budget
(Christensen, 1993). These performances involve some flaws
in schedule variance such as inadequacy but can forecast the
cost variance accurately (Yu, 2018). Also, it mainly focuses
on cost management more than duration forecasting and the
outcomes have less possibility to predict the project values (S.
Vandevoorde, 2006). After all, recent analysis shows that an
increase of interest in controlling the schedule performance
of a project also. In addition to that, EVM is also used to
forecast the entire duration of the project completion (Abdi,
2016). Also, it monitors the ongoing project structure and
compared with the planned progress and to predict the
completion and current project progress with the major key
parameters planned value, actual value and earned value to
estimate the final budget at completion ((PMI)). With the
above three parameters, we can evaluate the cost
performance index (CPI) and schedule performance index
(SPI) based on the basic principle the past execution is the
good indicator of future execution. When the future
performance is like the past one, the estimate at completion
(EAC) is calculated (Reinschmidt, 2010). This research
focuses on a continual project analyzing and monitoring and
here it leads to failure due to time overrun and errors
(Rispoli, 2014).
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The project chosen for the EVM technique was
Construction of ROB at railway km 249/9 to 247/0 of
Secunderabad- Dhone Section in lieu of LC NO: 135E in km
359/2-4 of Chittoor-Kurnool Road, NH-18 (Within City
Limits of Kurnool City). In the division of R&B, Kurnool
district in the year 2017. These projects were further
categorized into Viaduct The original estimate amount of the
project Rs. 3500.00 Lakhs and revised estimate amount of the
project Rs. 2800.00 Lakhs.
III. EARNED VALUE MANAGEMENT
EVM is a method which is completely used for evaluating
the schedule and cost performance of any current project and
combining it with the projected cost and duration. It is a
dynamic tool, where it can be compared with the actual
progress and planned progress, tracking the alterations from
the project baseline and to predict the outcome (duration and
cost) based on the actual
progress
of
the
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project((PMI)). EVM is the most important technique used in
monitoring the progress of the project of an ongoing project.
There are three major key factors involved in this technique
are planned value (PV), actual value (AV) and earned value
(EV). The above terms are used to analyze where the project
goes and where the project must be (Reinschmidt, 2010). The
PV line depicts the planned cost while the confirmed
contractor's bid which is planned before the start of the work.
In the meantime, the AC line depicts the total amount spent
on each work and finally, the EV curve represents the actual
amount received for the task done as per the planned one.
EV=PV X PC (percentage of complete), it is used to represent
how efficiently the resources are used. In the project after
finding, the dynamical project progress is monitored and
represented graphically by the values of AC and PV (Abdi,
2016). With the key parameters, SPI and CPI are found by
(cost performance index) CPI=EV/AC, which expresses how
effectively resources are spent for the project and (schedule
performance index) SPI=EV/PV, which expresses the
amount of duration spent. With all the above furnishing
project duration and estimate status, further, the completion
time and cost can be predicted accurately (Marco, 2013).
(B.C. Kim, 2010) depicts estimate at completion can be
derived by depending on the EV data. At the point when the
future performance is like the past performance along with
time ‘t’ EAC(t) is determined as:
EAC(t)= BAC/CPI(t)
where BAC= Budget at the completion
CPI(t)= Cost Performance index at time t
Despite considering all the common theory of EVM, the
duration and estimate can be predicted through the schedule
performance accuracy is questioned by analysts (S.
Vandevoorde, 2006) and (Short, 1993). The major two
essential properties which affect earned value management
are first, schedule variance of any project is analyzed,
validated and forecasted in units of value instead of time.
Secondly, using schedule variance to predict the
performance of the schedule which can be deceptive with
time (Short, 1993) because of efficient distortion in
predicting the schedule based on the schedule performance
index (Lipke, 2004). The efficiency of the EVM method is
based on how well the past work represents the efficiency of
future work. Many researchers have been resulted based on
the duration when cost performance index balances and can
provide stable and final project estimate is forecasted
(Fleming Q K. J., 2000). Anyway, results from other such
observational studies have been dependent largely on
constrained work test can barely be summed up to various
activities, sizes and types (Payne, 1990). Cost performance
index stability also based on the capability of project groups
and the effective management systems, which alters over the
duration (Zwikael, 2000). In addition to the research
conclusion on cost performance index which can be
uniformly applied to the stability of schedule performance
index.
Estimate at Completion (EAC)= Actual Cost of Work
Performed (ACWP) + (Budget at Completion (BAC)
–Budgeted Cost for Work Performed (BCWP)
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Schedule Variance

SV=BCWP-BCWS

Cost Variance

CV=BCWP-ACWP

Schedule Performance
Index

SPI=BCWP/BCWS

Cost Performance Index

CPI=BCWP/ACWP

% of Schedule Variance

%SV=100*(SV/BCWP)

% of Cost Variance

%CV=100*(CV/BCWP)

Total % of complete

=100*(BCWP/BAC)

Total Cost Performance
Index
Estimate Duration at
Completion

TCPI=(BAC-BCWP)/ (BACACWP)
Planned Duration /SPI

IV. EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING TECHNIQUE
Even though the exponential smoothing procedures have
been around since the 1950s, there has not been an inside and
out made showing stochastic models, predictions of duration
and determination of models. In this paper, we create an idea
of filling the gap. Exponential smoothing is no doubt the by
and a large used class of strategies for smoothing discrete
time course of action to appraise the brief future (Brown,
1961). This unmistakable quality can be credited to its ease,
its computational efficiency, the straightforwardness of
adjusting its responsiveness to changes all the while and its
reasonable accuracy Here, unmistakable compact inception
of exponential smoothing procedure is conveyed. In studies,
exponential smoothing systems are totally simple foreseeing
techniques that have ended up being amazingly favored
because of relative consistency and extraordinary as a rule
execution by thinking about the examples, normality and
substitute highlights of the required measurable information
(Hyndman, 2002). In exponential smoothing methods, the
straightforward moving midpoints are picked, here more
weight is given for ongoing information than the past
perceptions. The exponential capacities are utilized to allow
exponentially decreasing loads over the period. Along these
lines, here we close the prior information gives less effect to
the expectation more than the more current one. Smoothing
steady is chosen by the decline of loads of the prior
information. More industry utilizes these methods for
forecasting (Maia A. L., 2011) (Gardner, 2006). Here, a
simple exponential technique is utilized for predicting the
duration. The exponential smoothing examination uses the
smoothing constant α, the span of which chooses the measure
of the past error to forecast. Smoothing constant α esteem lies
somewhere in the range of 0 and 1, the higher esteem
1(Under smoothing), past qualities have no effect overanticipate, the lower esteem 0 (Over smoothing), past
qualities have the same effect on foresee (Homayoun
Khamooshi, 2016). In this forecasting technique, the
forecasting value is derived as
follows,
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Pt = αAt + Pt-1 (1- α)

V. SMOOTHING TECHNIQUE

where Pt is the prediction time for ‘t’

The completed projects of ROB and High-level Bridge
(HLB) projects are taken and fed into the exponential
smoothing technique by varying the α constants as 0.3,0.6
and 0.9. The average duration of the project is 835.66667
days and the cost are 14.7925 crores (INR).

α is the smoothing constant
At is the actual predicting time
Pt-1 is the previous predicting time Analysis of data

Table 1: Construction cost and duration of the project
Project No.

Construction Cost

Construction

0.3

0.6

0.9

duration (days)
1

20.94

1825

1825

1825

1825

2

6.5

1095

1825

1825

1825

3

4.1

2007.5

1606

1825

1825

4

4.92

547.5

1726.45

1693.6

5

9.5

180

1372.76

1712.31

1706.74

6

2.55

1095

1014.93

1508.98

1712.653

7

28

540

1038.95

1212.55

1529.35

8

4.2

365

889.26

1108.39

1244.2341

9

39

910

731.98

976.91

1121.9786

10

1825

28.8

730

785.39

829.96

991.42489

11

4

365

768.77

803.22

846.10675

12

25

368

647.64

782.55

807.5078

Table 2: List of activities and present status
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predicted. Also, the EVM technique is only suitable for
ongoing projects, while the exponential smoothing
technique can be used to predict both the completed and
ongoing projects. As compared to the other prediction
techniques, smoothing provides a competitive result with
error margin below 10%. But here, EVM produces a better
result in duration prediction as it an ongoing government
project. Prediction models are evaluated in detailed only for
Indian Highway projects; the same practice could be
followed to evaluate the other sectors also.
VII. CONCLUSION

Fig1: Different smoothing constant value for duration
prediction
As per the graph view, a comparison is made between the
constant values. Smoothing constant 0.3 is given the
gradually declining line when compared with 0.6 and 0.9.
This graph indicates 0.3 gives the markable impacts in the
forecasting error.
Comparison between EVM and Smoothing technique
A comparison is made between Earned value management
and exponential smoothing technique with the constants
(0.3,0.6 and 0.9). Here the duration lies declining in
exponential soothing techniques at α = 0.3
Hence, here we can conclude that the smoothing technique
performs well more than earned value management.
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Table3: MAPE comparison between smoothing
techniques and EVM techniques
Prediction
techniques

Actual

Smoothing techniques (%)

MAPE

0

0.3
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0.6
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0.9
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EVM
Techniques
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Fig 2: Comparison graph between Smoothing
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From the above graph view, we concluded that MAPE error is
minimal for EVM technique than all other techniques but
also it is only possible for an ongoing project.

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Before the sum up, all the above-mentioned factors
should be considered, and the duration of the project is
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Predicting construction project duration for future with
accurate efficiency by considering all the delay factors is a
big challenge. In this way, it needs a reasonable way to deal
with the present, lessen the time and cost overrun issue. This
investigation examines the physical significance of PV, EV,
and AC, and their related fluctuations are defined in EVM. It
is presented that, there are different measures of calculating
workload, here in EVM technique cost is chosen as a
measurement of project progress. It appears to be that work
execution is equivalent to time execution. But once a project
delays, then the work execution is not equivalent to the time
of completion. Most often time delays are not considered as a
big factor rather other factors also cause duration delays for a
project. Here the time prediction is predicted using earned
value management technique. There are also various
methods are used for predicting the construction duration of
an ongoing project.
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